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GENDER ROLES IN BOSM EROTICA
Abstract
Ever since the release of E. L. James' erotic romance novel, FUry Shades ofGrey,
in 2011, more novels with bondage/discipline/dominance/submission/sadomasochism
(80SM)

content invaded the romance market, targeting adult women. These novels

sparked controversy: some applaud the increased popularity as a way for women to be
more open about their sexuality and embrace experimentation with kink in the bedroom.
Others criticize these novels as harmful examples of unrealistic, abusive relationships
where women are subservient to a dominant man. Since these novels became popular in
recent times, my research consists of a content analysis of popular 80SM erotic romance
novels published in the wake of Fifty Shades of Grey to look for common themes and
characteristics of these popular novels centering around gender roles. Ultimately, this
research revealed that all novels reinforce traditional gender roles where men are strictly
dominant and women are primarily submissive. Novels present dominance and
submission as a natural, primal phenomenon for men and women, respectively. Men tend
to be older, wealthier, and have more experience than their female partners who are
usually virgins and unfamiliar with the BOSM scene. Fifty Shades of Grey and
subsequent BOSM erotic novels capitalize on an underground, "edgy" sexuality while
safely reinforcing traditional gender roles.
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Chains & Whips: Gender Roles in BOSM Erotica Published After Fifty Shades a/Grey
E. L. James' Fifty Shades a/Grey trilogy received mass attention from women in
early 2012 and as a result increased the widespread presence of BOSM novels in the
media. James' trilogy follows the romance between a dark and dominant man with his
innocent and submissive girlfriend. Tinged with elements of bondage, discipline,
dominance, submission, and sadomasochism (hereafter BDSM), Fifty Shades of Grey
found its way to bestseller lists, turning into a huge phenomenon for adult women.
Oespite its popularity and success as a movie, some criticize Fifty Shades ofGrey for
inaccurate depictions of BOSM relationships while reinforcing traditional gender roles.
Most can agree that Fifty Shades a/Grey helped increased the knowledge and demand for
erotic romance novels with BDSM themes. Some questions emerge about the benefits
and consequences of these types of novels. Do BDSM erotic novels demonstrate similar
themes and situations between men and women? What kind of roles do women serve in
these novels? Are these novels a promotion of women's sexuality or maintenance of their
tradition roles in society? The goal of this research is to investigate common themes and
situations in BOSM erotic novels released after the first Fifty Shades ofGrey novel in
order to analyze what these novels tell female readers about what men and women should
do in BDSM relationships. What common themes revolving around gender roles
permeate the BDSM erotic romance novel genre and what does this say to the women
who read them?
To clarify my topic of interest, BOSM, or bondage, discipline,
dominance/submission,

sadism, and masochism, will be defined as sexual relationships

involving bondage, discipline, dominance and submission, and/or sadomasochist
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behaviors (Connolly, 2006). Bondage involves the restraining of a sexual partner
typically through the use of handcuffs or rope. Discipline punishes one of the sexual
partners in a way conducive to sexual gratification. Dominance and submission go
together since the dominant partner strives for control over the submissive partner who
obeys the dominant's demands. Sadomasochism can be broken down into sadism and
masochism. Sadism means that a person feels sexual pleasure from inflicting pain,
humiliation, or degradation on their partner. Masochism achieves sexual pleasure from
receiving pain, humiliation, or degradation. Sadism and masochism work together since
both must be consensual in order to reach sexual gratification for both partners.
Regardless of the breakdown, BDSM communities emphasize consent, safety, and sanity
of their sexual practices (Ortmann & Sprott, 2013). Together, BDSM sexual behavior
includes different sexual acts, such as restraining a partner, pain play, role play, paddling,
spanking, body torture, and humiliation play, for sexual gratification. BDSM interactions
ultimately eroticize power in relationships (Ortmann & Sprott, 2013). An increased
interest in BDSM appears in adult stores which now have a larger section of sex toys for
BDSM play. Not only has Fifty Shades of Grey sparked an influx of BDSM erotic novels,
but inspired a signature line of sex toys, such as the well-known grey tie, 'pleasure balls,'
handcuffs, and paddles. Despite the popularity of romanticized BDSM erotic novels, a
stigma about the BDSM lifestyle still pervades society. Many participants of BDSM feel
the need to keep their sex life secret because of the common misconception that mental
illness corresponds with a BOSM lifestyle. Confusing terminology classifying rapists and
killers as sadists contributes to the repulsion society feels towards BDSM: Although not a
publicly accepted lifestyle, BDSM's prevalence in popular erotic romance novels

5
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indicates a 'warming up' to alternative kinds of sexual behavior and reevaluates the
assumption of sadomasochists as mentally ill.
Who partakes in BDSM practices? According to Connolly's psychological
analysis and survey of those involved in BDSM behaviors, these individuals vary on a

number of demographics (2006). In her sample, individuals are highly educated and work
in professional and creative fields (Connolly, 2006). Most were single, married, or
cohabitating and fewer people were divorce:!, widowed, or separated and identified as
primarily heterosexual. In terms of their role in the relationship, more women in the
sample were submissive while men were mainly dominant (Connolly, 2006). She also
noted the different types of sex play in the BDSM community and collected attitudes
towards these behaviors. Looking at the psychological functioning of her sample,
Connolly concluded that BDSM practitioners do not exhibit any signs of psychological
disorders (2006). This study offers insight into the secretive BDSM community and
dispels myths that BDSM is associated with mental illness.
Research beginning in the mid-1980s sheds light on the influence of erotica on
men and women. Davidson and Hoffman sampled female students at a university and
then gave them a questionnaire about sexual satisfaction and the prevalence of sexual
fantasies (1986). The results concluded that most married women had sexual fantasies
and that these fantasies did not impact their marital satisfaction.

Davidson and Hoffman

also discovered that fantasizing occurred ccmmonly throughout the day and then during
heterosexual sex. The content of these fantasies did not influence marital satisfaction , but
satisfying marriages resulted with fantasies about their spouse (Davidson & Hoffman,
1986). This study provided evidence that sexual fantasies do not negatively influence

GENDER
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sexual satisfaction.
depending

Physiologically,

women respond differently

on their level of sex guilt (Morokoff,

to erotic material

1985). Studying unmarried

women

ranging from ages 18 to 53 these women were split into groups that watched
erotic or not erotic videotape.
arousal were examined
discovered

Using a vaginal photoplethysmograph,

women's

states of

in all groups, studying sex-guilt with levels of arousal. This study

that women in high sex-guilt categories

showed more physiological

erotic material than women with low sex-guilt (Morokoff,
erotica can be a "forbidden
desensitized

either an

arousal to

1985). This proposes

that

fruit" and those who shy away from erotica would be less

to erotica. Without common viewing of erotic material, women are more

likely to physically

respond to erotic material. This study uses physiological

to study arousal, an interesting

measure of arousal outside of self-reports,

reports in this study did not mimic physiological

arousal (Morokoff,

information

since self-

1985). All of these

studies provide information

about effects of erotic material on men and women, but these

studies should be replicated

today to see if they still remain true over time.

Looking at BDSM play in erotic romances,

some people may falsely believe that

since women enjoy reading about being submissive

during sex, they may desire violence

and even rape. An erotic romance with controlled

sadomasochist

play differs significantly

from sexual abuse and does not validate rape and violence towards women. Bond and
Mosher conducted

a study about rape fantasies in women in terms of this "willing

myth (1986). They surveyed undergraduate

victim"

females who were not victims of rape. These

women were assigned to groups, erotic rape fantasy, explicit realistic rape, and
ambiguous
emotional

realistic rape. Participants
checklist,

were measured

and a questionnaire.

on guilt inventory,

sexual arousal,

Their results found that the emotions

of erotic

GENDER ROLES IN BDSM EROTICA
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rape fantasies were different from realistic rape, disproving the myth that rape victims are
willing (Bond & Mosher, 1986). Rape fantasies in erotica and romance novels are not
support for the "willing victim" myth. Women respond differently to realistic rape versus
erotic depictions of rape. When discussing rape fantasies, women describe erotic rape in a
different way than realistic way and have an aversion to violent rape (Bivona & Critelli,
2009). Most women did not use "rape" in their logs, but rather "overpowered," which
hints at the eroticization of power central to BDSM play. Women who read the aversivetype rape scenarios experienced negative feelings and shame (Bivona & Critelli, 2009).
The information provided from this article helps to explain the seemingly harmful nature
of sex in BDSM erotica and why this cannot be used to justify rape outside of sexual
fantasies.
Do women respond differently to pomography than erotica? Senn and Radtke
(1990) studied women's reactions to sexually explicit media. Four conditions, erotica,
nonviolent pomography, violent pomography, and a control condition, were randomly
assigned to these women. Researchers found that women rated erotica positively and both
conditions of pornography negatively (Senn & Radtke, 1990). This study shows women's
preference for erotica over pomography. While watching erotic materials, women who
are fully engaged in the erotic film rate it more positively than those who passively
engage in viewing (Sheen & Koukounas, 2009). Negative ideas did not exist in either
group, just the engaged group felt more positive towards erotica. Therefore, it is
important for women to read erotica they are involved with so that they feel positively
towards erotica. If an erotica genre gains popularity, women are showing a desire for
certain erotic themes.

:~
GENDER
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Similar to this study of gender roles in BDSM erotica, Menard and Cabrera
analyzed

the top selling contemporary

scripts. According

romance novels from 1990 to 2009 for sexual

to their study, the main characters

and sex scripts in romance

novels

has not changed over twenty years examined. This discovered

that on average,

characters

were around 30 years old, white, attractive, and heterosexual.

These characters

were also

mostly single without children. When looking at their conformity
characters

adhered to traditional

to sexual scripts, most

sex roles (Menard & Cabrera, 2011). Menard and

Cabrera provide a basis about sexual scripts in romance novels which will be useful for
research about gender roles in popular BDSM erotica.

Even though many studies show various aspects of erotic romance novels, BOSM
culture, and the impact on men and women, this study aims to review the content of
novels published

romantic

of BOSM erotic romance brought about by the

of Fifty Shades a/Grey. Using a feminist perspective,

publication
messages

during the popularity

are transmitted
relationships,

I will evaluate what

to women regarding how men and women should act in
particularly

those involving kink. Some applaud Fifty Shades

0/

Grey for allowing women to speak openly about their sexuality and explore darker
desires, but others see these novels as detrimental
men in sexual relationships,
gender roles for women?

to women. Treated as submissive

could these types of sexual relationships

00 commonalities

reinforce

to

traditional

between heroines in these stories dictate to

readers how to act in order to charm a man? The question I seek to answer combines
themes of BOSM with an analysis and implications
commonalities
gendered

for female readers. What gender role

exist in BDSM erotic novels and what are the implications

characters?

of these

.---.-~--.---.
..
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This study will illustrate common themes between these novels with a highlight
on gender roles and expectations.

Similar to Menard and Cabrera's

study of romance

novels over twenty years, my study will focus on recent SOSM novels because of their
popularity

and controversy.

After discovering themes in popular SOSM erotic romances,

I will then analyze my findings with a feminist perspective
are portrayed

in different and similar scenarios across novels. By looking into

commonalities
researchers

to see how men and women

of characters

and events in EDSM erotic novels, readers and future

can look into the implications

women positively

investigating

of these novels for men and women.

Are

their sexuality with these stories or are they stuck in

binary ideas about men and women during sex? Do SOSM erotic novels result in the
formation

of unrealistic

expectations

women and men to act in traditional

for sexual partners?
genderroles?

Do these novels encourage

How do novels published

Shades of Grey relate to and separate from this popular yet controversial
this study may not discover the direct impact of erotic romances
similarities
extensive

after Fifty

novel? While

on women,

looking into

between popular novels and providing an analysis can pave the way for more
research on the influence

of the SDSM erotica.
Method

For my study, I conducted
including

a content analysis often BOSM erotic novels,

Fifty Shades ofGrey, in order to cetermine

gender roles presented

Shades ofGrey and seeing if they continue in subsequent
of2014,

I visited Target and Sames

respectively,

and collected

in Fifty

novels. During March and April

& Noble located in Fishers and Noblesville,

information

about every romance novel with BDSM content

they sold. I selected these two major stores for several reasons. First of all, Target
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provides the most access to erotic novels since women running errands could pick up a

book while out. The books sold at Target are considered popular, best sellers since Target
only has a small book section, limiting its selection to prevalent novels. The books from
Target give me information about what novels most women have access to and
consequently read. Barnes & Noble, a large bookseller with more options, expands my
sample beyond books deemed popular enough to be sold at Target. 1 only collected data
on books published after Fifty Shades ofGrey and books with BDSM content. By looking
at books published after Fifty Shades of Grey, I can see if Fifty Shades of Grey influenced
other BDSM novels. Examining other popular novels riding on the popularity of Fifty
Shades ofGrey also offers insight on central themes, particularly gender roles in common
events. Once I had a list of novels fitting my criteria, I selected Fifty Shades ofGrey and
nine other erotic romance novels sold at both Target and Barnes & Noble since these
books would be the most accessible and widespread BDSM erotic novels with potential
buyers at two different stores. Ultimately, my sample consisted of: Fifty Shades ofGrey
by E. L. James; All He Wants by C. C. Gibbs; Bared to

YOll

by Sylvia Day; Because You

Are Mine by Beth Kerry; His to Command by Opal Carew; A Million Dirty Secrets by C.
L. Parker; Release Me by 1. Kenner; Rush by Maya Banks; Slow Surrender by Cecilia

Tan; and The Submissive by Tara Sue Me.
I began to analyze my sample from June of2014 to December 0[2014. To do so,
I broke the books into five sections based on major events: sex, dating, distress,
confrontation, and work/school scenes. Sex scenes consisted of any time that the main
characters engage in sexual activities including foreplay through intercourse. Dating
scenes occurred when the main characters went out together on a date, either implicitly or

GENDER ROLES IN BDSM EROTICA
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explicitly. Most dates were explicit although implicit dates include dates where the
characters have a relationship and organize an outing. Distress scenes involve one
character being in any sort of trouble, ranging from emotional stress to physical
problems. Confrontations include conversations between the two characters that consist
of serious discussions about their relationship and disclosure of information. Work/school
scenes took place at an institution where one character earned money (work) or gained an
education (school). Most scenes fell under the "work" category since many characters
were out of school. Segmenting the novels allowed me to find similarity between the
scenes in BDSM erotic novels. I looked at the gender roles of the main characters in each
section to see if they did or did not fit traditional gender roles. Common gendered areas
include character descriptions, actions, careers, education, emotions, and contributions to
relationship. Upon completing the novel, I input information into an Excel document
which offered an easy way to look at trends in books. My research supported my
hypothesis that BDSM erotic novels written after Fifty Shades of Grey adhered to
traditional gender roles and promoted behavior based on masculine and feminine norms.
Sample Summary
Before leaping into the results of my analysis, I will provide a brief summary of
the books in my sample. This will also include character names and demographic
information where available, providing some context for my findings.
Fifty Shades of Grey by E. L. James. As the most popular BDSM erotic novel,
Fifty Shades of Grey provided a foundation for other BDSM erotica that propelled them
into a simi-jar popularity. Published in June of 20 11, the story features Anastasia "Ana"
Steele, a 21 year-old woman about to graduate from college with a degree in English

12
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Literature. Christian Grey, on the other hand, is a 27 year-old billionaire who is the CEO
of Grey Enterprises. After interviewing him for the university newspaper in place of her
roommate Katherine "Kate" Kavanaugh, Christian's constant presence in Ana's life
reaffirms his desire for intimacy with Ana. Christian's plans for kinky, BDSM sex are
placed on hold after discovering Ana is a virgin. After engaging in "vanilla" sex

,

Christian drafts up a contract for their relationship, which sets expectations for the extent
of their relationship. By the end, Ana has fallen in love with the broken Christian Grey
and their relationship temporarily dissolves. While not in the first book, they do reconcile
in the second book of the trilogy.
All He Wants by C. C. Gibbs. First published in July of2013, All He Wants
features Katherine "Kate" Hart, a 22 year-old forensic accountant who is hired on by
Dominic Knight, the 32 year-old owner of Knight Enterprises. As an honors graduate
from MIT, Kate's intelligence enables her to help Dominic prevent money from being
stolen from his business by corrupt foreign bankers. Once she completes her job, Kate
wants to go back to the Midwest and visit with her grandmother who raised her since her
parents died when she was four years old, but Dominic keeps her with him as they travel
from Amsterdam to Hong Kong where they develop a sexual BDSM relationship. Even
though she loves him, Kate ultimately leaves him because she cannot change his
obsessive need for control brought about by the death of his late wife, Julia.
Bared to You by Sylvia Day. sylvia Day's BDSM erotica trilogy, published in
June of2012, features Eva Tramell, a 24 year-old advertising agency assistant and
Gideon Crossfire, the 28 year-old founder of Cross Industri es , Working in the same
office building, Eva and Gideon cross paths and eventually become involved in business

GENDER ROLES IN BDSM EROTICA
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together. As their relationship progresses, they become romantically involved and Gideon
demonstrates his dominance during sex. Eva reveals her secret past where she was raped
by her half-brother, explaining her reluctance to engage in BDSM sex. Gideon eventually
convinces Eva to partake in his form of mild, kinky sex. By the end of the book, Gideon
and Eva remain in a relationship and their story continues in the subsequent novels.
Because You Are Mine by Beth Kerry. Published in March of 20 13, Because
You Are Mine focuses on the relationship between Francesca Arno, a 23 year-old artist,
and her benefactor, Ian Noble, an English billionaire in his thirties who owns Noble
Enterprises. Commissioned to paint for his office building, Francesca sets up her studio
in Ian's home, resulting in a romantic relationship between Francesca and Ian. Before
being intimate, Ian tries to set boundaries for their relationship, warning Francesca that
she should not fall for him. After losing her virginity, Francesca leams sexual techniques
and kink lifestyle from Ian. Eventually, she falls in love with him and travels to London
to confess her love for him while he is there on business, which is where she discovers
his royal lineage and schizophrenic mother. Even though Ian deemed himself unlovable,
Ian admits he loves her and ends in their happy relationship.
His to Command by Opal Carew. Picking up two years after the end of their first
relationship, Opal Carew introduces Kate Hayward, a businesswoman who started her
own technology consulting firm after the end of her relationship with Matt Pearce, the
owner of Cutting Edge, a technology company. She faced trouble finding a job once their
relationship abruptly broke off and moved to Connecticut to start her own business.
Having financial problems with her business, Kate seeks an investor and unknowingly
discovers that Matt wants to invest in her company. At first reluctant, Kate spends time

14
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with Matt and discusses her side of the break up where Ileana, one of Matt's female
friends, informed Kate at a BDSM-themed
in order to train her to be submissive.

IIp

party that Matt arranged for a man to whi

rer
I

The intense session left physical and mental scars

on Kate. Matt only saw her leave with another man at the party and assumed she found
someone

else. Once they discover this misunderstanding,

Kate agrees to spend a week

with Matt so that he can train her to embrace her submissive

"nature."

Despite minor

setbacks,

Matt proposes to Kate at her request and their story ends with Kate being

pregnant.

This story excluded some demographic

information

about the characters

such

as their age and education.

A Million Dirty Secrets by C. L. Parl{er. A Million Dirty Secrets takes a different
approach

from the other BDSM novels in my sample. published

in 2013, C. L. Parker

begins by showing a human auction where 24 year-old Delaine "Laine" Talbot auctions
off her virginity
old co-owner

in order to help pay for her mother's

medical bills. The wealthy 28 year-

of Red Lotus, Noah Crawford, bids one million dollars to have her for the

next two years. Aller finding the love of his life, Julie, cheating
business

on him with his immoral

partner, David, Noah found it easier to pay for sex rather than risk getting

emotionally

hurt. Noah teaches Delaine about sexual techniques

and mild BDSM sex

until they fall in love with each other. Scared by their feelings tor each other, Noah
convinces

Delaine to leave and return to her family, resulting

in their distressful

break-

up.

Release Me by J. Kenner.
"Nikki"
computer

Fairchild,

Published

in 2013, Release Me features Nichole

a 24 year-old with a master's

degree in electrical

science who is hoping to start her own technology

engineering

business.

and

She first met 30
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year-old

Damien Stark when Nikki's mother forced her to partake in a beauty pageant

judged by Damien when he was a tennis star. Now that he owns Stark Applied
Technology,
portrait.

he sees Nikki and offers her one million dollars if she poses for a nude

She accepts in order to have money to start her business and from there they

begin to have an intimate relationship
discovers

Nikki's

self-harm

By the end, Damien

scars resulting from her sister's suicide and controlling

mother. Nikki learns about Damien's
ultimately

where Damien is dominant.

suspected violence against his ex-girlfriend

but

stays with him after believing his innocence.

Rush by Maya Banks. The first book of Maya Banks' trilogy, Rush, was
published

in February 2013. Gabe Hamilton is a 38 year-old billionaire

who co-owns

HCM Hotel and Resorts with his friends Jace and Ash. Jace's 24 year-old sister, Mia
Crestwell,

had a crush on Gabe since she was a teenager. Gabe offered Mia a job as his

assistant which turned into a contractual
participated

in

BDSM sexual relationship.

Since Mia never

BDSM sex before Gabe, Gabe must teach her how to be submissive.

Mia's brother discovers their relationship,

Once

Gabe and Mia break up. By the end, Jace sees

that Mia and Gabe love each other and approves of their engagement.

The Submissive by Tara Sue Me. Released in June of2013,
begins with 32 year-old Abigail "Abby" King interviewing
to become his submissive.

Nathaniel

The Submissive

with Nathaniel

West in order

is a 34 year-old CEO of West Industries,

a company

founded by his parents that he took over after his parents died in a car accident.
grew up in a small Indiana town where Nathaniel

forgave Abigail'S mother's

she had heart disease but moved to New York to attend Columbia
After the interview,

Nathaniel

accepts her as his submissive

and become

Abigail

debt when
a librarian.

and their relationship

ensues.

16
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Abigail enjoys being his submissive and learns what Nathaniel likes since she never
partook in a dominant-submissive

dominant-submissive
Slow Surrender
Surrender

relationship. By the end, they decide to renew their

contract.
by Cecilia Tan. Released in August of20l3,

Cecilia Tan's Slow

begins with Karina Casper, a 26 year-old Art History graduate student who

meets the mysterious "James Rich" while helping out her sister in her bar. Really named
,
eeps
James Byron LeStrange who happens to be Lord Lightening, a famous rock star he k
his name secret from Karina as they start their sexual relationship

.

James instructs K

anna
.

through different sexual acts where he is in charge and even convinces her to participate
in a kinky performance art piece. Karina begins to learn things about 34 year-old James
and his wealth, but only discovers his true identity as a rock star at the end when they

finally have intercourse and he leaves her with his embroidered handkerchief: The story
ends with Karina and James' relationship in limbo but picks back up in the sequel.

Results
After reading and analyzing the books in my sample, several reoccurring themes

appear. In every book in my sample, the man is older and wealthier than the woman.
They engage in strictly heterOsexual, monogamOUSintercourse with at least a mild
interest in BDSM lifestyle that never reaches more extreme forms of kinky sex. The man
is also more sexually experienced than the woman, who tends to be more emotional and
seeks emotional intimacy in the relationship. Both male and female characters are
classically beautiful in ways that reinforce traditional gender roles. Keeping with
traditional notions of gender, the men usually assist the woman during times of distress
and are more confident than their female partners. Finally, novels portray men as
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naturally and primarily dominant while women are described as naturally submissi

ive,

only breaking into a "dominant" role on rare occasions which usually result in distress or
giving power back to their male partners.
Classical

Beauty

In every novel, the main male and female characters adhered to classical
standards of beauty. None of the characters were overweight, differently abled, or
transgressed traditional masculine and feminine physical features. Weight gain only

appears in Release Me when Nikki Fairchild gained "fifteen welcomed pounds" but goes
on to acknowledge

that she is a size eight which is still skinny (Kenner, 2013, p. 7).

Weight also appears as a stressor during Francesca Arnos childhood in Because You Are
Mine (Kery, 20 13, p. 265) . Formerly overweight, Because You Are Mine takes place
en.
when Francesca is skinny and reinforces the belief that handsome men want thin wom
Racially, main characters were only white but auxiliary characters could be racial
minorities. Fifty Shades afGrey features Jose, a Hispanic male friend of Ana Steele, who

makes his contribution as a viJlain when he tries to kiss Ana even though she tells him no
(James, 2011, p. 59). Jose reinforces the beliefthat Hispanic men are sexual predators to
white women. A Hispanic 111an,Jacob Suarez also appears in Because You Are Mine as
Ian Noble's driver (Kery, 20]3, p. 107). In All He Wants, Dominic Knight takes Kate
Hart to Singapore to listen to negotiations wi th Asi an bankers (G ibbs, 20 I 3, p. 77). Thi s
scene depicts the bankers as corrupt and when they stop speaking English, the tone
becomes "visibly hostile" and "the debate escalated in beat and bittemess" (p. 77),
suggesting that foreigners sbould not be trusted, especially in Dominic's business. Bared

to You inserts more racial minorities into the story: Eva TrameB's boss, Mark, is an
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attractive, black homosexual and she befriends the receptionist Megumi

,

a 111lxe W1101·S

d

.

race Asian woman (Day, 2012, p. 14). This story at least puts minorities in positions of
power although the main characters are still white. Karina Casper in Slow Surrender

has

an Asian roommate, Becky, who turns into her close friend and helps her discover James
LeStrange's Lord Lightening identity. Even though Becky appears often in the novel

, s 1e

1

reinforces Asian stereotypes of strict family structures since her parents were very harsh
on Becky as a child (Tan, 2013, p. 44). No racial minorities appear in His to Command
Million Dirty Secrets, Release Me, Rush, and The Submissive,

,

A

meaning that 50% of the

books in my sample did not have any minority characters. Of the remaining novels, 20%
have minority characters who act negatively, the other 20% are side characters who
become friends with the main, white characters, and the remaining 10% serve the main
characters. Therefore, only 20% of my sample showed minorities in positions of power or
equals to the main characters.
Main male characters share similar physical characteristics. First of all, all men
had large penises. One study concluded that a below-average penis size can result in a
lack of self-ennfi dence, feelings of shame and insecurity, and anxiety with sexual
partners (Nugteren, et al., 2010). This could explain why all of these successful, confident
men had large genitals. When having sex with virgins (30% of the sample), many of the
women were feartill ofthe man's penis size. Ana from Fifty Shades of Grey mentally
asked herself" 0 h no... Will it? How?" when she sees Christian's "considerable length"
(James, 20 II, p. 116). Because Yall Are Mine has Francesca "afrai d 0 f him" when Ian
0
3
pu lis out his penis during their first sexual intercourse together (Kery, 2 13, p. 13 ).
Noah Crawford tries to be considerate of Delaine Talbot when taking her virginity in A
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Million Dirty Secrets by penetrating her mid-climax since he "knew how big my [his]
cock was" (Parker, 2013, p. 128). Delaine does not "want to admit that it had hurt" after
losing her virginity (pp. 131-132). Even women with some sexual experience were
worried, thinking that "he wasn't going to fit" (Me, 2013, p. 38), she "wasn't prepared for
something that big" (Tan, 2013, p. 217), she "didn't even know how she'd manage to
accommodate him" (Banks, 2013, p. 81), he was "longer than she'd ever imagined"
(Carew, 2013, p. 11), and surprised by the "unexpected bite of discomfort ... he was too
big" (Day, 2012, p. 92). Only two books do not feature pain in their first time together as
a result of a penis that is too big: Release Me and All He Wants. One interesting similarity
between these novels is that both women are highly educated in technology.
Male main characters share other similar physical characteristics. As expected, all
men are attractive. In order to be considered attractive, men must be ta11and lean. Their
eye color consists of a unique shade other than brown: gray, blue, green, even amber.
Hair color remained brown or black with only one character, James from The Submissive

,

having blonde hair (Tan, 2013, p. 4). Dark hair color could suggest that the men are dark
and dangerouS, as many women noticed. Adhering to traditional masculine ideals, men
were commonly described by their female companions as "elegant, raw masculinity
defined" (Kery, 2013, p. 58), "blatantly male: hard, lean, disturbingly powerful" (Gibbs,
20 13, p. I 80), and displaying "exquisite masculinity" (Day, 20 12, p. 5). None of the main
male characters transgressed ideas what extremely masculine men should look like.
SimilarlY, all main female characters shared comparable physical features. Aside
from being thin, lead females all had long hair although hair color varied among
characters. Regardless, hair color stayed within the realm of natural colors: brunette,

-----.__..--.-.-,.---.".-,-~~.---_--.--_----_.-
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blonde, and red. One reoccurring description of women showed them as soft. Ana has
"soft flesh" in Fifty Shades afGrey (James, 2011, p. 480), Kate from All He Wants has
"soft, yielding flesh" during sex (Gibbs, 2013, p. 129), in Rush Mia Crestwell goes "soft
and silky" during intercourse (Banks, 2013, p. 240). This confirms women as delicate and
soft, especially when compared to men during intercourse who are "driving forcefully"

(Banks, 2013, p. 241) into them.

Age Differences
Nine out often books in my sample featured a man older than his female partner.

Th e only exception to this is His to Command which did not reveal either character's age,
but implied that Kate's ex-boyfriend, Matt Pearce, was older because he had more gray in
his hair since the last time she saw him (Carew, 2013, p. 2). The age difference ranged

6 78
from two years to fourteen years older with an average difference of . years. The
mean age of male characters is 31.22 while the mean for females is 24.44. The youngest
female character was Ana from Fifty Shades of Grey and her partner, Christian, is the
youngest male character. The oldest male character was Gabe Hamilton in Rush (age 38),
who happens to date his friend's younger, 24 year-old sister. The shortest known age
difference in the sample happened in The submissive where Nathaniel West is 34 yearsold and Abigail King is 32 years-old. She also happens to be the oldest female
protagonist out of the sample. This indicates that men should be older than their female
partners, equipping them with more experience, knowledge, and money.
Heterosexual, MonogamoUS Couples
111 every novel in my sample, the characters are strictly heterosexual. None of the
female characters engaged in sexual acts with more than one person at a time while

~----.
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several of the male characters have experience in multiple partner sex, usually with other
women. Some of the side characters could be homosexual or engage in sexual activity
with the same sex. In Rush, Mia's brother engages in sexual activity with his male coowner and another woman, but his sexual activity is only briefly mentioned (Banks,
2013, pp. 19-20). Christian's sexual orientation is questioned at the beginning of Fifty
Shades of Grey by Ana, but she becomes embarrassed and he denies any sexual
engagement with other men (James, 2011, p. 13). Because You Are Mine features a gay
best friend for the female character (Kery, 2013, p. 50) and Karina Casper's sister in Slow
Surrender

is a lesbian. In Bared to You Eva's roommate, Cary, is bisexual (Day, 2012, p.

12) and her boss, Mark, is homosexual (p. 22). Only auxiliary characters are homosexual
and main characters strictly adhere to heteronormative values.

Careers and Wealth
All male main characters shared a major commonality: every man was wealthy,
ranging from millionaire to billionaire status. They all owned their own companies which
contribute to their wealth. Women, on the other hand, were not considered wealthy. Two
of the characters, Eva in Bared to You and Nikki in Release Me, came from wealthy
l
famili es but emphasized the importance of notre 1ying on family for money, ultimate y
placing them in a middle class socioeconomic status. Eva prescribes to the "American
dream" by explaining why she will not work for her rich stepfather and takes an entrylevel position so she can earn her own rooney (Day, 2012, p. 4). Nikki notes that she has
a wealthy family, but did not bring any of her mother's money with her when she moved
to L.A. (Kenner, 2013, p. 8). From my sample, 30% of the female characters were
considered lower class and 70% were middle class workers.

~.---
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.
" men
Men's careers looked different from women's careers As mentioned all
owned their own businesses. Technology-based businesses made up 40% of the men's
companies, such as Christian Grey's telecommunications business and Ian Noble's
internet and social media business. Investment businesses made up 30% of the
companies. One of these businesses, owned by Noah from A Million Dirty Secrets,
dabbled in philanthropic endeavors which help to make Noah look charitable rather than
someone who purchased a woman for her virginity (Parker, 2013, pp. 46-47). The other
three businesses in my sample did not fit into a neat category. In Slow Surrender, James
owns his famous musical identity "Lord Lightning" (Tan, 2013, p. 287). Gabe from Rush
owns a hotel corporation with Mia's brother and a third friend (Banks, 2013, p. 7).
Finally, Nathaniel's business in The submissive is relatively obscure but he was involved
in the banking industry since he forgave debt from Abby's sick mother (Me, 2013, p. 9).
While depicted as strong and powerful business men, the men in my sample showed hints
of humanity through philanthropic business undertakings.
Female characters held careers less prestigious than their male counterparts. Only
one woman, Delaney Taiba t in A Million Dirty Secrets, did not have a career. Without
financial resources, Delaney opted to sell her virginity. She was also the only female who
did not attend college although in His to Command, Kate's educational attainments are
never mentioned yet starting her own business and working as a consultant would require
some sort ofbigb

edocation. One notable aspect of the female characters' work lives
er

invo Ived mul tipIe jobs or switching jobs during tbe story. Two out the ten women had
more til an one job during their story. In Rush, Mia quit her job asa cafe waitress in order
to work as Gabe's assistant (BankS, 2013, p. 46), cboosing ajob with her love interest
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over a job as a waitress. Both jobs lack prestige and involve service work with a
supervisor. Slow Surrender has Karina working as a waitress as her sister's bar even
though she has a job at her university's alumni relations office (Tan, 2013, p. 90).
Between all novels in my sample, women held a total of eleven jobs. The most common
career field for female characters involved the business world, taking up 45.5%. In this
field, three women worked as assistants to men: Eva in Bared to You assisted an
advertising executive (Day, 2012, p. 4); Mia in Rush quit her waitress job to work as
Gabes personal assistant which ultimately turned out to be a front for their sexual
relationship (Banks, 2013, p. 105); and Nikki in Release Me works as a secretary at a
techno logy firm with hopes of starting her own technology business (Kenner, 2013, p.
11). Even though most female leads had a job in the business world, only two have
position of power in business: Kate Hart, the sougbt.after forensic accountant in All He
Wants (GibbS, 2013), and Kate Hayward in His to Command with her struggling
technology consulting firm who ultimately needs investment money from her love
interest (Carew, 2013). Looking at the businesswomen in these stories, only one has a
successful career that comes closest to rivaling the men's wealth: Kate Hart, the
contracted forensic accountant. The lack of wealth for the businesswomen could be
explained by their young age and less prestigious positions.
73
Retai I jobs comprised the next largest percentage of women's jobs with 2 . % of
the women's jobs. Out of e!even jobs, three were retail: in Fifty Shades of Grey, Ana
started as a cashi er at a hardware store (James, 20 II, p. 19); Mia in Rush started as a cafe
wai tress (Banks, 2013, pp. 41-43); and Slow Surrender starts with Karina working in her
sister's bar to help out during a busY time (Tan, 2013, p. I). These Iow-paying, low-
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prestige jobs prevented the women from making money and often served as a way to
fund schooling or an attempt to be independent. In retail, the women must work for
someone and lack autonomy in their jobs.
Only two out of eleven jobs (I g.2%) were in the human service sector. This
amount seems low since traditional gender roles see women as fit for careers where they
help others. Abby is a librarian at the New York Public Library in The Submissive (Me.
2013, p. 104) and Karina has a part-time job in the alumni relations office at the
university she attends for graduate school (Tan, 2013, p. 90) . Neither one of these jobs
remotely compare to the high paying jobs of their male love interests.
Finally, one woman has a job in the arts: Francesca Arno in Because You Are
Mine (Kery, 2013, p. 5). As an artist, she does not make very much money and relies on
commissions such as the one from Ian, her wealthy love interest. Her work appears in a
a
local gallery, but Ian buys all of her paintings. As an artist, Francesc has freedom in
creating artwork and running herself as a business, making Francesca dependent on Ian's
patronage to survive financially (p. 285).
Several important discoveries can be made with this data. First of all, these novels
expect men to be wealthY, capitalist providers. Some ofthe male characters take on the
responsibility of financially supporting the women's career as seen with Francesca in
Because You Are Mine, Kate Hayward in His to command, and even Katherine Hart in
ca
All He Wants. Without Ian and Matt'S support, respectively, Frances and Kate would
not be able to financially support themselves. Katherine is a highly respected forensic
accountant but is contracted by Dominie Knigl1t.As assistants to men, Eva, Mia, and
Nikki carry responsibility for organizational "dirty work" that the men are too busy to do.
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Women usually work for men and serve them. Even Ana notices this in Fifty Shades of
Grey that women work as secretaries for Christian while men protect him as bodyguards,
reinforcing the belief that men work best in high-power, respected careers while women
do best in low prestige, organizational careers.
These novels also place a burden on men to all be wealthy, successful
businessmen according to capitalist ideals. They all have their own businesses and
accumulated wealth through capitalist endeavors which reinforce the "American Dream."
Those who do not prescribe to hard work are demonized, such as David in A Million
Dirty Secrets who came from wealthy parents and owns part of Scarlet Lotus. Noah, the
male protagonist, works hard and wants to increase charitable donations while David
wants to decrease the amount of charity work performed by the company. Capitalism is
further reinforced in Rush when Charles Willis, a man who inherited his wealth from his
father and struggles with running the company, plays the villain who tries to leak nude
pictures of Mia (Banks, 2013, p. 272). In contrast to Charles, Tyson Cartwright is "truly
an American success story" and does not turn into an antagonist (Banks, 2013, p. 272).
Those who do not work hard and become successful are criticized and seen as evil men.
Male characters also serve as providers for the female characters who are unable to
provide for themselves.
Emotions

and Relationship

Care

Even though many of the relationships in my sample were not considered normal,
women still held responsibility for maintaining the relationship. Many times, women
nurtured their relationships by encouraging emotional intimacy with their partners who
were not as emotional. After their date, Ana feels emotional when Christian leaves

)
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(James, 20 II, p. 157). In All He Wants, Kate considers it "a shame Dominic Knight was
the most emotionally
concerns

about Dominic's

man on the planet" (Gibbs, 2013, p. 200), voicing her

lack of emotional attachment.

Women also feared their

such as Eva in Bared to You who felt anxious about the "frightening

emotions,
emotion

unavailable

I was beginning

depths of

to feel for Gideon Cross" (Day, 2012, p. 169) and Francesca

in

Because You Are Mine who cries after sex, but "her tears weren't from pain but from the
powerful

feeling burning in her chest. Had she fallen in love with this man'?" (Kery,

2013, p. 257). In A Million Dirty Secrets, Delaine cries to herself that she was "nothing
but a girl crushing madly on a man who saw me as nothing but his property ... such a
silly, foolish little girl. .. I was falling madly in love with him" (Parker, 2013, p. 265).
Kate in His to Command "had begun to hope she might win Matt's heart again, even
though he said it was impossible ... she feared a future without Matt in her life. She was
in love with him" (Carew, 2013, p. 195). Not only does this show Matt's lack of love, but
also Kate's emotional
presentation,
simple"

attachment

to him. When talking to Nikki after her work

Damien tells Nikk.i "don't make this complicated

(Kenner,

become attached,

2013, p. 112), demonstrating

Damien's

making their purely sexual relationship

expectation

leaves Christian,

incorrigible

that Nikki will

complicated.

Some women actively worked to build their relationships
their seemingly

when it should be so damn

and even tried to change

male partners. At the end of Fifty Shades a/Grey when Ana

she mourns their relationship

and considers herself"a

complete

failure. I

had hoped to drag my Fifty Shades into the light, but it's proved a task beyond my
meager abilities"
working

(James, 20 ll ,p. 513). She blames herself for their relationship

and Christian's

inability to change. Ian confronts Francesca

not

about trying to

~)
/

i
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change him and tells her to "'Take a word of advice, Francesca, and save yourself the
effort. I am what I am, and I've never lied to you about being anything more'" (Kery,
20 I3, p. 208). When reflecting on her relationship with Noah, Delaine realizes their
"illusion of a happy couple ... wasn't what I wanted. I wanted this to be real" (Parker,
2013, p. 318), showing her desire to make their relationship more intimate and "real."
After discovering their kinky relationship, Mia tries to convince her brother that she and
Gabe are in love, but Gabe tells Mia she '''should go ... it's better this way. You were
becoming too emotionally attached. I don't want to hurt you" (Banks, 2013, p. 354).
When Karina and James finally have sex, Karina shows concern for James by giving him
a minute to compose himself when he cried after sex (Tan, 2013, p. 274), showing his
emotional attachment to Karina. Yet, James decides to disappear after sex (p. 275) and
Karina blames herself for pushing him too hard to disclose information about himself (p.
283). Blame for relationship problems also appears in The Submissive when Abby
becomes emotionally hurt by Nathaniel and goes on to blame herself by telling Nathaniel
she "'shouldn't

have expected so much so fast" (Me, 2013, p. 236). Despite the

problems of men not in touch with their emotions, most women were able to get their
male partners to open up emotionally although men maintained an aloof personality and
did not take responsibility for maintaining their relationship.
Safe Sex
Few characters in the novels expressed interest in having children and while men
used condoms for protection during a few sexual encounters, women were expected to be
on birth control to prevent pregnancy. Starting with Fifty Shades of Grey, Christian
requires that Ana gets contraceptives from a doctor of his choosing. Before she is on the
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c
cannot
birth control, he does use a condom but openly tells Ana '" I hate condoms '" '111d

wait until she is on birth control (James, 2011, p. 456). Fortunately,
condoms

Christian

does use

but fosters the belief that condoms diminish a man's pleasure and overlooks

condom's

a

ability to protect from STls.

Discussions

about contraceptives

place. These conversations

typically occurs after sexual intercourse

focus solely on pregnancy prevention

took

rather than STI

transmission.

In All He Wants, Dominic asks Kate if she is on birth control after they had

sex multiple

times where he ejaculated inside her (Gibbs, 2013, p. 168). Kate realizes she

lost her birth control but Dominic finds it and holds on to it, ultimately taking control
over her reproduction.
threatening
wave'"

He further reinforces his power over her reproductive

to not give her birth control pill to her and is on '''some

system by

bizarre baby psychic

where he wants to have a baby with Kate (p. 269). In the end, Dominic does give

Kate her birth control pill after she demands for her pill and becomes distressed
intercourse

during

about having a child (p. 276); even then, he comes to his senses to give her

birth control pill back by tbreatening to not have sex with her if she does not take the pill.
This also shows the improper use of birth control pills since they are taken irregularly.
Dominic

still ejaculates

inside Kate in every seX scene and they do not discuss concerns

about STl testing even though they both know they have bad multiple sexual partners.
Condoms
concern

are also discussed after the fact in His to Command when Matt voices his
about getting her pregnao t after be ej aCUla ted inside her (Carew, 20 13, p. I 15).

When thinking about STls, Matt is aWare that he is clean and simply assumes Kate is
clean as wei! although they do not openly disclose their STI status (p. 108). A Million

Dirty Secrets is based on Noah purcbasing a virgin so he knows she is disease-free

and
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not pregnant (Parker, 2013, p. 50). Delaine does not ask about Noah's STI status, but
Noah takes Delaine to his doctor to get her on birth control and have her examined to
ensure she is a virgin (p. 76).
Some stories contain healthier messages about contraceptive use. Nathaniel and
Abby in The Submissive practice safe sex and proper condom use. When interviewing to
be N athani el' s submissive, Abby must send him blood tests for her STI status and in
return she receives his blood tests, ensuring that botb partners are c!ean (Me, 20 I3, p. 3).
Abby also infonns Nathaniel of her method of birth control during their interview.
Nathaniel is also aware of antibiotic's effect on birth control pills which is why he placed
a condom in Abby's palm before having sex aller she was on a round of antibiotics (p.
98). In Bared to You, Eva and Gideon discusS STI testing, pregnancy, and contraceptives.
In their first sexual encounter Gideon requests that they both get tested so he can
ejaculate in her (Day, 2012, p. 77). Later, Eva has responsibi lity over the condom (p. 90)
and Gideon has condoms on him (p. 135) although this leads to a distressing scene where
Eva discovers condoms and sex toys in his hotel room. Unfortunately, condom usage
ends here. In their fourth sexual encounter, Gideon does not have condoms at home and
they have unprotected sex as a way for Eva to confirm her trust lor him (Day, 2012, p.

149).

The idea of unprotected sex as a sign oftrust also appeared in His to Command

when Kate realizes they did not use a condom but states that '" I know you. I trust you. It
never even occurred to me that there would be a problem'" (Carew, 2013, p. 115).
Conversations about safe sex take place in Release Me between Nikki and her friend
Jamie after Jamie had sex with a stranger (Kenner, 2013, p. 144). Nikki and Damien use a
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during their first time together, but after that, Damien does not wear one. Nikki

confessed

to assuming he was clean after intercourse and Damien confirms he does not

have any STls but bring up his worry about getting her pregnant (p, 239). Because You

Are Mine features Francesca, a virgin, and Ian, her experienced lover. When having
intercourse
ejaculates

for the first time, Ian is in charge of the condom (Kery, 2013, p. 133) and also
outside of Francesca because he does not want to impregnate

dual method
suggests

her (p. 138). This

of birth control is useful since Francesca is not on birth control, but Ian

that she should obtain birth control during their next sexual encounter so that he

can ejaculate

inside her (p. 146). Still, Ian uses a condom during vaginal intercourse

until

their last sex scene together (p. 339) but does not use onc during oral and anal
intercourse,
attention

suggesting

to preventing

pregnancy

that condom use only served to prevent pregnancy.
pregnancy,

Despite the

they do not discuss STI testing. A focus on preventing

further supports the idea that men do not want children and places pregnancy

as the most negative

consequence

of unprotected

sex.

Sexual Experience
.tI .
I every main male character had more sexual experience
1
rm
my
sarnp
e,
W

than

their female partner. Three novels, Fifty Shades afGrey, A Million Dirty Secrets, and

Because You Are Mine, feature virgins. Fifty Shades rf Grey places a huge emphasis on
Ana's
c

. ..
virginity.

A

ti
na no Ices

tl at Christian calls her a virgin "like it's a really dirty word"
1<

(J ames, 20 II, p. 109) since hi s intenti ons for their rela ti onshi p m igh t be seen as too
f
..
A'" I
nse or a virgin.
Iter re
sheets-s-evi
eets-evldence
of my lost
wl
1.
...
....
inte

len

t kes her virginity they both notice "there's blood on the
a
'
. . ity" (p 123). This incorrect belicfabout bleeding
vlrgm1
.
hysical standard for virginity which is also visited in

osmg virginity re1I110rces a p
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A Million Dirty Secrets when Noah takes Delaine to his doctor to get her on birth control
and ensure she is a virgin. He tells Delaine in the exam room that "'I bought a virgin, and
I intend to make sure I got what I paid for" (Parker, 2013, p. 76), as if the doctor would
be able to determine her virgin status through a physical exam. Physical determinants of
virginity appear in Because You Are Mine after Ian puts his finger in Francesca's vagina
and accuses her of being a virgin. She defends herself by explaining she told him earlier,
but Ian angrily says that he "'sincerely doubt I would have let such a crucial piece of
information slip my mind'" (Kery, 2013, p. 83). Men's angry reactions to virginity
appear out of a fear of corrupting their women with BDSM sex. Only Noah knows
Delaine is a virgin before explaining his kinky sexual preferences.
If women were not virgins, then they had little sexual experience which was
typically unsatisfying. Sometimes, sexual experiences with their talented, experienced
male partners mimicked the loss of virginity. These experiences highlight their partner's
talent, as seen in Bared to You when Eva acknowledges that Gideon is "the only man
who'd ever been skilled enough to give me an intense vaginal orgasm" (Day, 2012, p.
260). The Submissive describes Abby receiving oral sex from Nathaniel as something
novel: "no one had ever done this to me before. Kiss me there" (Me, 2013, p. 55). First
time experiences with vaginal orgasms and cunnilingus, as well as anal sex in many of
the novels, act as a pseudo-loss of virginity since the women are not virgins, but are
virgins in different types of sex and pleasure.
Non-virgins place an importance on virginity by describing themselves as virgins
when it comes to sexual pleasure. When having sex with Kate for the first time in All He
Wants, Dominic believes that Kate is "innocence waiting to be fucked" (Gibbs, 2013, p.
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129) while Kate views Dominic as "her path to sexual enlightenment" (p. 146).
Describing Kate as innocent and needing sexual enlightenment portrays her in a similar
,
light as inexpelienced virgins. Mia from Rush is nervous about having sex with Gabe
noting that "one would think she was some blushing virgin" (Banks, 2013, p. 70),
suggesting that her inexperience could categorize her as a virgin. When describing her
preferences in Slow Surrender, Karina reflects on her minimal intercourse as "when it
wasn't outrigh t painful or uncomfortable, had been most! y disappointing" (Tan, 2013, p.
56). Unsatisfying sexual experiences also highlights a womao's sexual awakening with
their new partner and inexperience with fulfilling, pleasurable sex.
In addition to virginal women, all men are expected to be sexually talented.
Internally commenting on her plior sexual relationships in Rush, Mia describes her past
sexual experiences as "young men as unskilled as she was for the most part" and
considers "the men she'd been with were .. · boys, for lack of a better term" (Banks, 2013,
p. 70). This reinforces the notion that sexual skill is a requirement for manliness. Past
sexual parm

always pale in comparison to their current love interest, as seen when
ers
Nikki has "never had sex like anything ['ve done with Damien" in Releose Me (Kenner,
2013, p. 231) and Kate'S admission that "no one she'd ever been with had brought her the
kind of pleasure Matt did. Every other lover was merely a pale comparison" in His to
Command (Carew, 2013, p. 1(8). None of the women's current male love interests lacked

skill, talent, and experience.

Distress and Assistance
During distressing events, the male character always anives to help the woman,
saving her from the predicament. Distressful events are commonly attlibuted to women's
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consumption of alcohol and getting drunk, which breaks gender roles that encourage
sobriety in women but maintains the stereotype that women cannot handle liquor. One
notable example occurs at the beginning of Fifty Shades when Ana is out drinking at a
bar and become intoxicated. She calls Christian to confront him while drunk, but does not
reveal her location when he asks. Outside, Jose attempts to kiss Ana even though she tells
him no and Christian appears out of nowhere to save Ana from the unwanted advance
(James, 2011, p. 59). Christian further helps Ana by taking her to his hotel where he lets
her sleep and gives her pain medicine for her hangover. In this scenario, Jose, Ana's
male, Hispanic friend, is the cause of the distress since he encouraged her to drink and
tried to kiss her. Christian, who tracks her location through her phone and takes her to his
hotel room, is the hero who did not make a sexual advance on Ana while she was
inebriated. Rush also features a similar situation when Mia gets drinks with her friends
but does not tell Gabe. When she arrived drunk at her aparhnent, Gabe angrily waits for
her, but ultimately holds her hair back when she vomits, helps clean her up, and gets her
into bed (Banks, 20 I3, Pl': 245·251), proving that he is a caring boyfriend. In Because
You Are Mine, Francesca goes drinking with her male roommates who convince her to
get a rattoo in an unclean tattoO studio. She is unable to tell them that she does not want a
tattoo, bot Ian finds her and takes her back to his penthouse where she is spanked for
almos t getting tattooed (Kery, 20 I3, pp. 61·68). While at an event for Noah's company.
Delaine drinks a large amount of champagne and Noah warns her to slow down (Parker,
20 I3, p. 289), but his advice comes too Iate and she gets drunk and an gry over seein g
Noah's ex.girlfriend. Although alcohol can be a potential source for distress, alcohol also
provides some of the women with courage to speak their mind, as seen in Fifty Shades of
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Grey (James, 20 II, pp. 421,433), All He Wants (Gibbs, 2013, p. 113), Bared to You
,
(Day, 20 12, p. 97), Because You Are Mine (Kery, 2013, p. 235), and Release Me (Kenner

2013, p. 56).

Other instances of distress feature the female character as the victim and the male
character as her savior. In The Submissive, Abby is involved in a car accident and
receives medical care from Nathaniel's highly competent aunt who is the hospital's chief
of staff (M e, 2013, p. 84). Nathaniel cares for her by excusing her from obeying some of
his exercise guidelines (p. 84) and spending the night in the hospital waiting room since
he is unable to sleep in Abby's room (pp. 90-91). Male heroes also magically appear in
Rush when Mia walks home while ill and falls because she is weak. Gabe comes to Mia's
rescue and carries her home, showing that he cares for her well-being (Banks, 2013, p.
384). After getting her birth control shot in A Million Dirty Secrets, Noah becomes
concerned when Delaine is in pain from the side effects of her birth control and brings
her medicine and water to make her feel better (Parker, 2013, pp. 82-84) . When outside
events harm women, their male partners are there to save them, demonstrating their care.
Interestingly enough, men are never in a position where they are a victim of something
outside of their control, such as a car accident or illness.
Men also come to the rescue when women must be saved from their own faults.
Before her first day of work in Bared to You, Eva blames ber clumsiness for causing her
to fall back while helping another woman pick up her dropped purse (Day, 2012, p. 5).
Fortunately for Eva, Gideon helps Eva pick up the dropped purse and assists Eva with
getting up after her tall (p. 6). In All He Wants, Kate is peer pressured into attending an
erotic show with her new coworkers where she starts off by tripping in "her high spiky
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heels," but Dominic "smoothly caught her" (Gibbs, 2013, p. 36). Not only does her
femininity act as a cause o!'trouble, but Dominic saves her from the sexual show when
Kate becomes too aroused and Dominic intervenes to get her out of the show: "she was at
a point where his intervention was required or she was going to come right here in front
of everyone" (p. 50). After discovering she was meeting with Matt for a potential
investment, Kate from His to Command tries to leave his house in the middle of an ice
storm while wearing her "high spike heels" because she does not want to negotiate with
him (Carew, 2013, p. 62). Matt follows her outside and "prevented her from crashing to
the ground," ultimately taking her back into his home where she will be safe from falling
on the ice (p. 63). When women are clumsy or stubborn, men appear to protect them from
danger, reinforcing the "damsel in distress" theme found in my sample.
Natural Justifications
The most surprising and problematic finding in my study involved how men and
women were described during sexual intercourse. positioning men as naturally dominant
an d women as naturally submi ssive provides justifi cation for the lack of roIe-reversal in
the novels. It also justifies interactions where men are powerful as natural. Ifthey are
naturally dominant in the bedroom, then they would able be naturallY dominant in the
boardroom. Beginning with Fifty Shades of Grey, sex with Christian is described as "so
raw, so carnal" (James, 2011, p. 372) and as a Dominant, Christian is "in his element" (p.
324). luAIl He Wants, Kate views Dominic as "a predator taking what he wants" during
sex (Gibbs, 2013, p. 135). Gideon embodies "pure primal male" (Day, 2012, p. 132) and
makes Eva "turned on by his animal need" during sex (p. 134) in Bared to You. In the
middle of a sex scene in Because You Are Mine, Francesca sees Ian as "the epitome of
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male power" when he bounds her in a sex swing (Kery, 2013, p. 254). When reminiscing
on her relationship with Matt in His to Command, Kate remembers how "his potent
masculinity had awed her" (Carew, 2013, p. 9). A Million Dirty Secrets highlights Noah's
"primal urge ... to thrust into her over and over again" when he has vaginal intercourse
with Delaine for the first time (Parker, 2013, p. 128). When figuring out a punishment for
Nikki after breaking his rule of no sex in public, Damien has "a predatory spark" in his
eyes (Kenner, 2013, p. 305). In Rush, Gabe questions his desire to mark Mia as his and
decides "if that made him a primitive asshole, oh well. It was who he was, and he was
helpless to control his need for her or the fierce urge to dominate her wholly" (Banks,
2013, p. 239). Blaming men's dominance on a natural feeling provides justification for
abundance of sex scenes and situations where men are in charge.
Women are also depicted as naturally submissive. Kate looks at her submission to
Dominic as "some primal act of acquiescence" (Gibbs, 2013, p. 148). When discussing
kinky sex in Because You Are Mine, Ian infoffi1s Francesca that "'your nature will
determine most of that" when referring to whether or not she will be aroused as a
submissive (Kery, 2013, p. 75) and lets her know that "'there is nothing shameful about
your nature" when she becomes uncomfortable at Ian's suggestion that she is a
submissive (pp. 189-190). When Kate feels anxious about entering Matt's sex dungeon,
she relies on "the submissive in her taking control" as she follows Matt into the dreaded
dungeon (Carew, 2013, p. 187) and admits that she "feared her own submissive nature"
(p. 195). Questioning her sanity in Rush, Mia admits that "she was high on him. His
power and control over her. His dominance" (Banks, 2013, p. 80). Reuniting with
Nathaniel in The Submissive, Abby discusses her desire to be dominated as something she
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'''never thought it would be something I needed ... something I craved so much '" (Me,
2013, p. 260). By emphasizing the natural feeling associated with being submissive, it
suggests that some women are submissive as a result of nature. Submissive women

featured in the majority of sex scenes further confirm submissive women as the norm to
dominant men.
Another way to reinforce naturally dominant men and submissive women is to
show the dangers of changing roles. All novels in my sample had more scenes with
dominant men than dominant women and only halfofmy

sample had one scene where a

woman was explicitly in control. The rest of my sample had no scenes where a woman
was dominant although they do feature some sex scenes where there is no clear dominant
partner. In the books where women were dominant during sex at some point, something
bad would happen. In Slow Surrender, Karina must wrestle James in order to have sex
with him. Although James ultimately wins their match, Karina initiated sex when James
was distracted, but "it hurt too much" and she "wasn't prepared for something that big"
(Tan, 2013, p. 217). James helps her by comforting her and instructing what to do to stop
feeling pain associated with her taking control. Looking back on her attempt to be
dominant in His to Command, Kate is punished for intelTupting Matt while he works and
he regains control (Carew, 2013, p. 35). Delaine tries to initiate sexual intercourse with
Noah in A Million Dirty Secrets, but she does not get a chance to be in control since Noah
tells her to '''just ease down slowly, kitten, or you'll hurt yourself''' when Delaine is on
top of him (Parker, 2013, p. 225). To prevent her from getting hurt on his "monstrous
cock" (p. 225), Noah takes control back and guides Delaine on how to have sex on top.
Not only does this show that women get hurt when they initiate sex, but also reinforces
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men's large penis size. The man saves the day by helping the woman feel better when
they hurt themselves on the man's penis. If a woman is not hurt while in charge, as seen
in Release Me, the man still reaffirms his position of power in the relationship. When
Nikki is in charge during anal sex, Damien informs her that "T'm giving it to you ...
control, Nikki'" after Nikki said Damien has to be in control (Kenner, 2013, p. 338), thus
confirming that Damien normally has control during sex and Kate's control is an
abnormality. Role reversal never results in women having control in the relationships and
ends in relinquishing their control to the man or finding themselves in a harmful scenario.
Discussion
After an analysis of ten BDSM erotic novels including FUry Shades of Grey and
subsequent novels, it is easy to see how these novels gained steam in mainstream culture.
They offer readers an edgy, taboo sexual practice while continuing to support traditional
gender roles. Rather than demonstrating a variety of power play, the erotica in my sample
focused on male dominance over female submission in a consensual context. Looking
outside of my sample, only a few BDSM erotica published after Fifty Shades of Grey
feature a female Dominant and a male submissive. These novels were not sold at the
Target where I pulled most of my sample, meaning that only women going to specialty
book stores or online have access to books encouraging women to be dominant over men.
My research focused on describing the gender roles in BDSM erotica published
after Fifty Shades o.fGrey and several implications can be made about what these stories
tell women. First and foremost, women learn that men are naturally dominant during sex
while women are naturally submissive. Roles rarely switch in the novels and when they
do, men still hold some control over their partners in terms of guiding them or openly
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relinquishing their control. In the instances of a female Dominant, the scenarios feature
incredibly gendered actions, such as Kate asking Matt to propose to her during her scene
as a Dominant (Carew, 2013, p. 258), reflecting the importance women place on
marriage. When describing sexual interactions, authors of every novel in my sample used
language describing their sex as natural and animalistic. This may appear harmless, but
language is powerful. Repeatedly describing sex when the man is a Dominant as raw and
primal emphasizes that this type of sex is justified by nature instead of looking at social
factors that encourage men to be dominant and women to be submissive. Novels also
accentuate the women's choice to be submissive as well as her ability to say no, thus
holding the power in the sexual relationship. While consent and the ability to say no is
great for highlighting the safe, sane, and consensual power dynamics in BDSM sexual
scenes, a lack of female Dominants supports the notion that all women simply enjoy
being sexually submissive.
Another important gender role depicted in my sample was self-confidence. Rather
than embracing their pleasure as a submissive, most women are uneasy and question their
status during sexual intercourse. None of the female figures were confident in their
position as a sexual submissive but men maintained their poise as a Dominant. This could
be a result of the women's lack of experience in BDSM relationships, since all of the
women were introduced into kink by their experienced male partners. Rather than
exploring

BDSM together

or having partners with a mutual interest in kink, the man must

teach the woman how to be a submissive. As a BDSM student, women are insecure and
reinforce ideas that women do not have much confidence in themselves. It also promotes
women as indecisive and uneasy. When sex roles changed in my sample, women often
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did not know what to do as a Dominant and returned their temporary power to their
knowledgeable male partner. The disparity in BDSM knowledge between partners could
suggest the exploitation of a woman's innocence to fit a man's sexually dominant desires.
Self-confidence also relates to self-control in my sample. Unconfident women lacked
control over their bodies as seen through multiple instances of bodily betrayals where a
woman mentally worried about her physical signs of arousal. Authors painted women's
orgasms as uncontrolled except at the hands of their male partners who masterfully
dictated when a woman could orgasm. All men exhibited self.-control over their orgasms
and sexual desire. Looking at confidence and control, the novels in my sample confirms
that women lack self-confidence and the ability to control their sexual desires.
Focusing on economic aspects, my sample not only praises capitalism but
promotes men as providers to women. Every main male character was a successful
businessman who adhered to principles of self-reliance and the "American Dream" where
hard work results in financial success. Men who did not follow this path, as seen in men
who inherited wealth, were demonized as enemies of the main characters. Even though
men may not read BDSM erotica, women who read it believe that men must financially
support them although women should not be "gold diggers" who seek out their money,
giving off mixed messages to readers about finding a wealthy partner but not coming
across as focused on monetary gain. Women have jobs and strive to obtain self-reliance
just like their men, but their jobs pay less than men and offer fewer opportunities for
financial independence. Women's jobs lack autonomy as seen through their reporting to
higher ups, meaning they do not have ownership over their-work. Some of this can be
attributed to women being younger than men and thus having less experience, but even
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successful women are at the mercy of male characters for investment money, patronage,
and contracted work. None of the women are financially independent from their male
partners and voice support for their men's capitalist endeavors.
Ultimately, the gender roles seen in BOSM erotica support the larger theme of
dominant, masculine men and submissive, feminine women. One large concem about the
messages in these novels revolves around the prevailing rape culture. Women are taught
that men are naturally dominant sexually. Even strong-willed women give in to their male
partner's demands. In retum, men are taught that sexual experience correlates with
success in life. All men are sexually experienced and well endowed. Society expects to
gain this talent through sex with submissive women. While consent is prevalent in every
novel, some scenes are more violent than others, particularly in All He Wants when Kate,
one of the most intelligent, successful, and outspoken women, is submissive to Dominic,
who "pried her mouth open ... forced his cock into her mouth" (Gibbs, 2013, p. 292).
This language is highly problematic and suggests that even in relationships, men
sometimes have to use force to get what they want sexually.
Future research can add to the relatively small amount of research surrounding
erotica for women. Studying novels featuring female Dominants could see if women in
dominant positions retain characteristics of male Dominants, which would suggest that
dominance is associated with masculinity, or if they have feminine traits, which promotes
the fluidity of gender. Experimental and correlational research should look at women
who consume erotica to see the audience of these novels. The idea of women exploring
their sexuality through reading sexually explicit materials remains taboo despite the
abundance of erotica in popular culture. Surveying women who read erotica about their
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views on gender roles could see if erotica praising traditional

gender roles has an effect

on what women believe. In the end, studying erotic materials for women is relatively

new

and more should be done to see what messages women receive about their sexuality and
how this influences

their thoughts.
Conclusion

Sometimes
erotica published

shocking and upsetting,

conducting

after Fifty Shades ofGrey demonstrates

gender roles acted out in these novels. Controversy
subsequent

a content analysis on BDSM
the abundance

of traditional

around Fifty Shades of Grey and

novels may trick women into feeling guilty about exploring

their sexuality

through erotica, but my research aims to expose how gender presents itself in BDSM
erotica. With these examples

in mind, my research can provide ideas about ways for new

novels to break away from the male Dominant/female
different power structures

submissive

dichotomy

through erotic novels. The prevalence

Fifty Shades 0.( Grey encourages
potentially

theme. Exploring

and types of women would be beneficial

not want to accept the male Dominant/female
explore their sexuality

submissive

for women who do
but still seek to

of BDSM erotica following

women to look into altemative

explore different ways of gaining sexual satisfaction.

sexual lifestyles and
Still, women should be

female gender roles in response to

conscious

about how these novels support traditional

traditional

male gender roles. Keeping this in mind, female readers should feel free to

read erotica while maintaining
dominant

and characters

an awareness

who challenge

for scenarios

that define men as naturally

or support traditional

gender roles.
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